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Abstract

Cotton producers are interested in quantifying yields site-specifically within large
fields. In order to measure yield site-specifically during harvest, cotton flow rate into the
harvester must be sensed. A system has been developed to measure cotton flow rates on

a spindle-type cotton picker. It uses a non-intrusive optical technique to estimate flow
rate as the cotton passes through harvester conveyer pipes. Discrete beams of light are
projected across the conveyer pipes, and beam intensities are measured by individual

photo-detectors mounted opposite the light emitters. As cotton passes between emitters
and detectors, light beams ai'e deflected, thus reducing the amount of light energy

reaching detectors. The photo-detectors give an integrated measure of light energy
attenuation over time. This measurement is related to the amount of cotton that travels

between emitters and detectors during the time interval. Since the time interval is

typically short(measured in ms), measurement of the amount of cotton that passes
through the system during one time interval approximates an instantaneous flow rate
measurement.

The system was prototyped and tested in both the laboratory and field. Test
results show that the system is capable of measuring cotton flow rate with some degree

of accuracy. Accuracy measurements were based on predicted load weight totals with
load weights ranging between 275 and 1361 lb. Seventy-five out of 79 loads harvested

were measured with errors less than -i-/-l() percent with an average absolute error for the
79 loads of 4.7 percent. Accuracy was independent of flow rate over the range tested.

Refinements are needed in the data transmission circuitry to eliminate signal noise
that may have reduced measurement accuracy in the data set. Future test efforts should

concentrate on high cotton flow rates to determine the maximum range of system
operation.
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sensing unit output from the
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Chapter 1-Introduction

Justification for Research

Since the dawn of civilization, man has sought out ways to increase the efficiency
of agricultural practices, tlius allowing fewer and fewer farmers to provide food and fiber

for more and more people. During the twentieth century, the advent of large farm
machinery has tremendously increased the amount of crop land a single farmer can
manage. The efficiency gained by using large machinery coupled with dwindling profit
mai'gins for farm products has increased the average farm size in the United States from
215 acres in 1950 to 469 acres in 1995(USDA, 1960, 1996). As faim size has

increased, so has field size. Today, fields containing 100 acres or more are common
throughout the major crop producing pans of the country. In general, these large fields
are managed as units, and treated with unifoim field operations and input applications.
During the last ten yeai's, members of the agricultural community have
questioned the practice of ti^eating lai'ge fields as homogeneous units. The idea of site-

specific crop management, or breaking a field into small management units, measuring
plant growth parameters present in these units, and ti'eating each unit accordingly has

received a lot of attention. Tliere are many variables that can affect plant growth
including soil type, soil fertility, pest pressure, and moisture availability. According to
Stafford et al.(1991). crop yield provides an integrated measurement of a number of

these factors, and is a valuable piece of information to have when making management
decisions on a site-specific basis.
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As interest in site-specific crop management has grown, techniques for measuring
grain yield during harvest have been developed. Grain yield monitors have been

marketed in the United States for several years, and are gaining acceptance. The success
of attempts to measure grain yields has led to a demand for site-specific yield
measurement equipment for other crops including cotton.
Researchers at several locations in the southern United States have attempted to
develop equipment for site-specific cotton yield measurement. Recent publications
document progress made by engineers at Texas A&M University and the USDA U.S.

Cotton Ginning Laboratoi7 in their cotton yield measurement projects (Searcy, et al.,
1997a, and Thomasson, et al.. 1997). Although some success has been documented by
these researchers, problems with the systems limit their practical application.
In 1994, a paper was published by agricultural engineers at The University of

Tennessee describing a real-time cotton flow sensor (Wilkerson, et al., 1994). The

sensor was successfully tested in the laboratory, and provided accurate measurement of
cotton flow rate. However, when the device was mounted on a harvester and tested in

tlie field, signal noise and other problems rendered the test data useless. This thesis is
based on further modification, development, and testing of the device first described by
Wilkerson, et al.

Objectives
The overall objective of this research effon is to develop a sensing system
capable of measuring the flow rate of cotton as it is collected by a spindle-type harvester.
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so that the sensor can be used as part of a site-specific yield mapping system. To reach

this goal, several intennediate objectives were identified. These included (1) the design
and consn-uction of a sensor for non-intrusively measuring the flow rate of pneumatically

conveyed cotton in a duct,(2)development of a data acquisition and processing system
for use with the sensing system,(3)constmction of a stationary test apparatus for
laboratory sensor evaluation, and (4) application of the sensing system to a modern
spindle-type cotton picker for field evaluation.

Chapter 2--Review of Literature

Background

Since the mid-1980s, interest in site-specific crop management has increased.
Many researchers believe yield is one of the most useful pieces of information available
to farmers making decisions about how to treat each management unit in a field (Pringle,

et al., 1993, Vanden Heuvel, 1996). The reason yield is such a valuable measurement is
that it provides an integrated indication of how factors in the above and below ground

envii'onment influence crop growth (Stafford, etal., 1991).

Grain Yield Measurement

Grain yield monitors have been under development for some time. To document
grain yield during haiwest, several pieces of information ai'e necessary. Instantaneous

grain yield in bushels per acre (bu/a) is determined by the following equation.

So "'"V
$rain

where F=yield (bu/a)

/f=unit conversion constant f^ 2').7()() hr»ac }
G^,„,=grain flow rate into the combine (Ib/s)
S=swath width being harvested by the combine (ft)

Equation I
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/?,„,„=grain density (Ib/bu)
V=combine ground speed (mph)

The swath width (S)is typically estimated and held constant. Grain density (p)depends
mostly on the grain type and its moisture content which can either be measured in real

time or estimated and held constant. Ground speed (Tj is measured with radar or

transmission speed sensors on most modem combines. Grain mass flow rate (Qgrain) is
the remaining variable that must be sensed during harvest.

Many grain flow rate measurement techniques have been studied. Bae, et al.
(1987) used a volumetric paddle wheel sensor in their yield measurement work. The
paddle wheel sensor counts individual paddle-loads of grain. Because of the discrete

natiu-e of the sensor output, the accuracy of instantaneous flow rate prediction is limited.
Pfeiffer, et al. (1993), and Strubbs, et al. (1996), both used optical emitters and detectors

to estimate clean grain elevator paddle contents during combine operation. These optical
sensors tend to be influenced by parameters such as slope, machine vibration, and grain
properties that may vary during normal harvester operation. Sadjadi (1996) describes an
alternate optical technique that consists of light projected onto grain on a horizontal
conveyer belt, a camera that takes a picture of the surface of the grain on the belt, and a
processor that digitizes the image into a three-dimensional coordinate system and

compares the image's coordinates with reference coordinates to obtain an estimate of the
volume of grain on the conveyer. Image digitization and processing is generally

computationally intensive and requires expensive equipment. Pang and Zoerb (1990)
measured grain impacts on piezo film strips to estimate grain flow. Whether piezo film
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suips ai^e durable enough for use in a combine is questionable. Howard, et al.(1993)
describe a method of weighing one end of a pivoting auger to continuously estimate its
contents. The pivoting auger requires a moderate amount of modification to a combine,
and is highly sensitive to variation in installation and maintenance of its mechanical

components. Stafford, et al.(1991) and Borgelt and Sudduth (1992) discuss radiometric
gi'ain flow sensors used in Europe. While radiometric sensors generally give good
results, existing regulations make their use impractical in the United States.

Research has culminated in the commercial release of several types of grain yield
monitors. The most popular yield monitors in the United States use a grain flow sensor

that measures momentum of flowing grain to determine flow rate. The first description
of this type of sensor was given by DeBaerdemaeker, et al.(1985). They describe a
sensor that works by measuiing the forces necessai7 to make flowing grain abruptly
change direction in a curved conduit. Momentum sensors popular today use a curved

impact plate to abruptly change grain direction, and a force transducer to measure the

resulting force. Grain yield monitors have rapidly gained popularity. Successful Farming
magazine (Mangold, 1998)estimates the number being used in the United States to be
approximately 17,000.

Cotton Yield Measurement

United States cotton growers who produced about 17,971,200 bales worth over
$6,550,680,000 in 1995(USDA, 1996) are eager to gain access to site-specific yield
sensing technology. Searcy, et al.(1997a) reports that "Cotton producers interested in
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precision management need to have yield mapping capabilities." Until the limited
releases of cotton yield monitors by Zycom Corp. and Microtrak Systems,Inc. in 1997
(Sray, 1997 and Laws, 1997), cotton yield measurement equipment was not
commercially available.

The infomiation needed for measuring cotton yield site-specifically is similar to
that needed for grain. Instantaneous cotton yield in bales per acre (ba/a) can be
calculated using the following equation.

Y=KG—
SV

Equation 11

where 7=yield (ba/a)

A'=unit coiTection constant (59.4
t

hr»ac«lb

G=average gin turn-out ratio = LmiSeed
weight
After Gmnmg
Cotton Weight
Q„=seed cotton flow rate into the picker (Ib/s)
S=swath width being hai"vested by the picker (ft)
V=picker ground speed (mph)

Gin turn-out ratio (G) is the fraction of seed cotton (by weight) that will end up in

useable lint fonn after ginning and can be estimated from variety information and field
condition. The swath width (S) depends on the number or rows being harvested and the

row spacing which is constant. Machine ground speed(V)is typically measured by a
transmission speed sensor. Cotton mass flow rate (Q^oc) is the most important variable
to be sensed during harvest. Technology developed for grain flow rate measurement has
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not been adapted for use with cotton because the physical properties and harvester
conveying systems for cotton are much different than those for grain.
To fill this technological void, researchers have investigated several cotton flow
rate measurement techniques. To understand these approaches, it is necessary to have
some knowledge of how cotton pickers work.

Refer to Figure 1 for the following description of picker operation. Cotton plants
enter the machine's picking units and come in contact with the picking drums. Cotton is
drawn away from the plants by spindles and deposited near the conveyer pipe intakes.
Air from conveyer fans is blown through conveyer jets, thus creating the low pressure

necessary to draw cotton away from the picking drums and into the air stream. Once
entrained in the air sti'eam, cotton is propelled up through the conveyer pipes and finally
into the cotton picker's basket.

Reseai'ch at Texas A&M University has focused on a direct mass flow rate
measurement technique. Searcy, et al. (1997b) developed a system for measuring the

rate of change of the weight of cotton as it accumulates in the basket during harvest. The
basket is isolated on load cells and continuously weighed during picker operation.
While test results indicate that this system shows promise, there ai'e problems. Cotton's

low density limits the resolution of the site-specific yield data. The haiwester must travel

a relatively long distance before enough cotton accumulates in the basket to be weighed
with acceptable accuracy. System accuracy is also limited by the impact of dynamic
forces on weight measurements and difficulty with basket isolation.

UL=J

Low Pressure
Zone

Convejer Pipes

Basket

Flexihle Conduit Providing
Hifh Preasure Air

c:

Convejer
Jet

/
Picking Units

i

z
z
a

Q
o

Figure 1. Cut-away view of a cotton picker showing conveying system details.
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Other resea]-ch has concentrated on indirect mass flow rate measurement

techniques. The most popular indirect approach is to non-intrusively measure the cotton
flow rate as it passes through the conveyer pipes. Researchers at Louisiana State

University have investigated a technique in which changing air pressure in the conveyer
pipes is measured and comelated with cotton flow rate. The LSU team reports some
success, but to this date, no results have been published (Moriasi, 1997). Another
method attempted by engineers working for Case Corporation involves measuring the
magnitude of sound produced when seed-laden cotton impacts the conveyer pipe wall.
Sound measurements are coirelated with cotton flow rate (Ovsbom, 1990). Since this

system was developed only to give an indication of whether or not cotton flow is present
in the conveyer pipe, it is questionable whether it can generate flow rate measurements
of acceptable accuracy.

The indirect flow rate measurement technique that has received the most
attention from reseai'chers and indusuy is an optical technique pioneered by Dean
Pennington in Mississippi (Kepple, 1988). The idea is to project light through the
conveyer pipes in a du'ection noirnal to cotton flow, and measure the intensity of light
striking a photo-detector mounted on the conveyer pipe wall opposite the source. As

cotton flows through the pipe, it deflects the light beams, thus reducing the intensity of
the light measured by the detection unit. The cotton flow rate is coixelated with the

reduction of light intensity.
Pennington's work on an optically based system that correlates an integration of
light energy attenuation to cotton flow rate has continued, and in 1997 a progress report
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was given at the Beltwide Cotton Conferences (Thomasson, et al., 1997). Thomasson,

et al. reported mounting a light sensing bar on the rear wall of a conveyer pipe of a onerow cotton picker and a transparent window opposite the detector. The sun provides the
light source, as sunlight is projected through the transparent window and across the pipe.
The system was tested by integrating sensor output over the time it took to harvest a 30-

ft row, and the linear correlation between the integrated sensor output and the weight of
cotton harvested was measured. Tlie coiTelation was strong with coefficient of
determination (i") values ranging from 0.89 to 0.98. In the same report, Thomasson, et

al. also discuss the application of optical sensing to measuring cotton flow rates in ducts
in the gin.
Another attempt to use an optically based system to sense cotton flow rate was

described by Wilkerson, et al.(1994). The Wilkerson, et al. device consists of a light
source that projects a linear plane of light across the conveyer pipe cross section normal
to the direction of cotton flow. A detector array is mounted opposite the light source.

The detector airay and associated circuitry provides an output that is correlated with
cotton flow rate. Wilkerson, et al. mounted the device on a cotton feed duct in the

laboratory and tested it by running five loads of cotton with different total weights
through the sensor at three feed rates and three air flow rates. Both seed cotton and

processed cotton puffs were used in tests. All trials were replicated four times. Sensor
output was processed to give a measure of integrated light attenuation and those values

were coirelated with cotton weight. Ninety-three percent of the variability in integrated
sensor output was due to variability in cotton load weights.
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Wilkerson, et al. also mounied the device on a John Deere 9930 cotton picker for
field testing, but problems with ambient light striking detector arrays caused test results
to be unacceptable. The report indicates that plans to re-design sensor electronics and
reposition the sensor on the conveyer pipe were made.

Similar technology has been used in other applications, primarily to count
individual objects such as seeds (Steffens, 1981, and Friend, 1987) or drops of liquid
(Paolini, 1997). Application of this object counting technique to measuring cotton flow

rate inffoduces special challenges. Counting individual pieces of cotton is difficult
because of the large cross-sectional area of the conveyer pipe, variations in cotton flow
pattems, and the high velocity of cotton flow. Even if pieces of cotton are counted
accurately, variation in clump size and geometry limits the con-elation between the
number of pieces of cotton counted and cotton flow rate.

The device described by Wilkerson, et al. is not based on a counting technique.

Instead, it operates by integrating the amount of light attenuation measured by the

photo-detector array and using the integrated signal to predict mass flow rate. This is
the basic difference between the Wilkerson, et al. design and previously patented
technology.
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Chapter 3-Methods and Materials

Sensing Unit Design
Design Overview

A modem spindle-type cotton picker is likely to have a number of conveyer pipes
with one or more cross-sectional geometiies fixed in several different mounting
configurations. For each conveyer pipe on the picker, there is a sensing unit that consists
of one light emitter array and one photo-detector array mounted opposite each other as

shown in Figure 2a. The emitter array projects a number (depending on pipe width) of
discrete light beams across the conveyer pipe. Note that this is a change from the device

originally u.sed by Wilkerson, et al.(1994) which is shown in Figure 2b. The original
device projects a continuous curtain of light across the pipe as opposed to a number of
discrete beams. The change to discrete beams allows some correction for variation in

the cotton flow pattern in the x-direction that is caused by differences in conveyer pipe

mounting and geometry. The correction technique is described in more detail below.
Each light emitter is paired with a photo-detector that has a limited field-of-view and

only receives light energy from the coiresponding emitter. Detectors used are integrated
circuits that have a frequency-based digital output that is linearly proportional to the

intensity of light energy received by the sensor active area. Output from each individual
emitter is transmitted via cable to a digital counter in a data acquisition and processing
system. The counter sums pulses produced by the detector over some integration

interval. The resulting sum represents the total amount of light energy received by the
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Figure 2. Cut-away views of conveyer pipes showing mounted sensing units, (a) The
sensing unit developed in this research effort, and (b)the original device
described by Wilkerson, et al.(1994).
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detector during the interval. This integrated measure of light energy is correlated to the
amount of cotton that passed between the emitter and detector during the integration
period. A graph illustrating typical counter output over time is shown in Figure 3a.
Initial Processing
The following discussion assumes that the sensing system includes jsensing units

mounted on jconveyer pipes, and that each sensing unit contains i emitter-detector pairs.
To convert the raw data shown in Figure 3a into predicted cotton flow rate, several

calculations are necessary. The general idea is to establish a baseline output level (£»,y)
that represents no cotton flow, and measure the difference between the baseline (i»y) and
each counter output observation (p^). This difference is then multiplied by the
appropriate weighting coefficient which depends on emitter-detector pair position in the

pipe. These weighting coefficients (C,) are included to account for some of the variation
in flow pattern depth and velocity. Finally, the result is summed with similar values from
the other emitter-detector pairs to obtain a measure of how much cotton flowed through
the system during the sampling inteival.
Baseline Drift

One result from the preliminaiy field tests conducted in 1996 was the recognition
of significant baseline draft. Before the 1996 tests, plans were made to accept and

compensate for changes in baseline (b^) due to gradual temperature shifts and fouling of
sensing unit optics by foreign material. This compensation was designed to take place
when a no cotton flow situation existed for a relatively long period of time (tuming
around at the end of a field, unloading the picker, etc.). However, the baseline
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Figure 3. Graphs illustrating data processing steps, (a) Raw counter output,
(b) normalized counter output, and (c) normalized difference.
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fluctuation was more rapid and unpredictable than expected. Changes were made to
allow the system to compensate for baseline drift as often as possible during operation.

Two different baseline adjustment techniques can be used. In the first method, a

number of raw counter outputs (p^) are collected. The difference between the largest
and smallest Pij in the gi'oup is calculated. If the difference is less than some pre-defined

value, the baseline (b^) is reset to equal the average of the group of pg values. The
advantage of this technique is that it provides some degree of assurance that the baseline

(ii;,) will only be reset to tnie no cotton flow p- levels. Disadvantages of this technique

are that it is computationally intensive and it limits the opportunities for baseline (b^)
reset to those times when a no cotton flow situation exists for several integration
inteiwals.

The second baseline determination technique is less computationally intensive and
only requires that a no cotton flow situation be present for one integration interval. The

baseline (Z?-) is reset by collecting a number of p- values and setting 6-- equal to the

second largest p^ value in the lot. Use of the second largest p- reduces the chance of
setting b;j equal to an abnonnally large p- value. Abnormally large Pj, values have been
observed periodically in field test data. One disadvantage to this technique is that it

depends on the assumption that there ai^e at least two integration intervals that represent
no cotton flow present in each lot tested. Because of the advantages, this technique was

used in all of the work described below. It proved adequate for use in the laboratory and
field tests conducted, but may not be sufficient when cotton flow rates are very large in
high-yielding areas.
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Lov/-Level Noise Elimination

To limit the accumulation of eiTor due to low level noise, any p- values that are

greater than a threshold level determined by subtracting the baseline offset(Ay)from the
baseline (by) are assumed to represent no cotton flow (see Figure 3a).
Data Normalization

Because of variations present in many factors such as light source output, lens

imperfections and mounting, and sensing unit mounting, baseline (b^) values are likely to
be unique to each emitter-detector pair. In order to convert the data from each emitter-

detector pair to the same scale, each p,, value is normalized by dividing it by by.
Normalized data is shown in Figure 3b. Finally, the normalized difference (x-), which is
shown in Figure 3c, is found by subn-acting tlie normalized data point from 1.0 for every

Pij less than b-Ay. For all Py greater than b-Ay,Xij is set to zero.
The initial processing described above is represented by the following
expressions.

If Pij < by-Ay, then Xy is calculated using the following equation.
b -p-II

Xy—

r n

Equation III

'J

where /?,,—total number of pulses produced by the /''' detector in the j"' sensing unit
during the integration interval

ti,y=baseline value for the i"' emitter-detector pair in the j"' sensing unit
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^-—baseline offset for the

emitter-detector pair in the j"' sensing unit

x—normalized difference for the
Othei^wise, if p;, >

emitter-detector pair in the /'' sensing unit

then Xij is set to zero.

Intermediate Processing
Weighting Coefficient Application

The next step in data processing is to multiply each normalized difference (x^) by
its weighting coefficient (C,). As mentioned briefly above, the purpose of the C,

coefficients is to account for some of the variation in the depth (x-dkection in Figure 2)
and velocity of cotton flow. Variation in the cotton flow profile results from differences
in conveyer pipe mounting configuration and conveyer jet geometry in each conveyer
pipe.

During the early phases of system development, C, values were assigned through

an iterative calibration process. After some preliminary field testing, this iterative
technique was compared to another method involving systematic assignment of C,
values. Since there was no statistically significant difference between the two

techniques, the latter was chosen because of its simplicity.
C, values ai'e systematically assigned such that C/=1.0, C2=0.8, ^=0.6,^=0.4,

and C^=Q.2. Note that the subscript i is not arbitrarily assigned to an emitter-detector

pair, but is the pair's rank in terms of relative cotton flow rate within the conveyer pipe.
For each emitter-detector pair, i is detemiined by summing

values over some time

period and ranking the emitter-detector pairs from greatest(/=1) to least(i=m where m
is the number of emitter-detector pairs in the sensing unit). Figure 4 shows a bar graph
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Figure 4. Sums of nomialized differences (.V;y) over one harvested load for each emitterdetector pair in a sensing unit. The sums represent relative cotton flow rates
within the conveyer pipe, and ai'e ranked from greatest to least to determine
the i values for the emitter-detector pairs.

tliat illustrates the ranking process for a typical sensing unit (recall that there is one

sensing unit per conveyer pipe). Each bar represents the sum of x^j collected during a
field test run in which approximately 95 lb of seed cotton traveled through the conveyer
pipe of interest.
Once the C, coefficients have been applied, the resulting values are summed for

each sensing unit (recall that there is one sensing unit per conveyer pipe).
The inteimediate processing described above is summarized by the following
expression.
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Equation IV
(=1

where A^=sensing unit output from the f'sensing unit
m=number of emitter-detector paks in the j"' sensing unit
C,-=weighting coefficient for the i"' emitter-detector pair
jt,—normalized difference for the i''' emitter-detector pair in the f'' sensing unit
Final Processing

Finally, sensing unit outputs(Ap from all of the conveyer pipes are summed and
multiplied by a sealer to obtain an estimate of the average flow rate of cotton through the
sensing system during the integration period. The scalar is a value that must be
determined through a calibration process for each system installation. This final
processing is represented by the following equation.
fl

Q=K^Aj
7= 1

where Q=average cotton flow rate during the integration interval
/sr=scaler (determined by calibration)

«=number of sensing units in the sensing system

A =sensing unit output from thef'sensing unit

Equation V
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Emitter Design
Infra-red light emitting diodes(LEDs)are used as emitters. An assembly
drawing of an emitter array is shown in Figure 5. The emitter array consists of a
housing, plano-convex lenses, lens cover, printed circuit board, and rear cover. The

housing is machined from polyvinyl chloride(PVC)material. Lenses are plastic plano
convex lenses (U.S. Pi'ecision Lens, Inc., part no. 7350-1), and are included to focus
light into individual beams. The lens cover is pressed from poly-carbonate sheet that has

a nominal thickness of 0.025 in. Lens cover protiusions are slightly deeper than the
thickness of the mounting plate so that there is no recess at the lens cover apertures
when the device is assembled. This is important to limit the accumulation of foreign
materials on the lens cover. The lens cover is bonded to the housing with silicone
sealant. The mounting plate is designed so that the top flange slides up into a
rectangular cut-out in the conveyer pipe wall and the bottom holes accommodate studs

that are welded into the conveyer pipe wall below the rectangular cut-out. The printed
circuit boairi fits inside the rear slot of the housing and a layer of silicone seals it to the
housing. After circuit board installation, the rear slot of the housing is filled with a twopait epoxy material and the rear cover is attached with adhesive (See Appendix A for

mechanical di'awings and circuit board layouts).

A schematic of the circuit contained on the printed circuit board is shown in
Figure 6. The light source is an infra-red LED (American Bright Optoelectronics Corp.,
pai't no. BIR-BL734; see Appendix B for full specifications). The LM317LZ adjustable
regulator is used in conjunction with a fixed resistor and a tiim pot to provide adjustable
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Figure 5. Emitter assembly.
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cuiTent regulation from 1 to 33 mA. The current regulation circuitry provides constant
output as long as the supply voltage remains between 9.5 and 15 VDC.

Detector Design
An assembly drawing of a detector aixay is shown in Figure 7. The detector
array consists of a housing, double-convex lenses, lens cover, mounting plate, printed
circuit board, and rear cover plate (See Appendix A for mechanical drawings and circuit
board layouts). All detector an^ay components are similar to the emitter array

components described above with the exceptions of the lenses and the printed circuit

board. Lenses used in the detector are plastic double convex lenses (U.S. Precision
Lens, part no. 7292-1). The double convex lenses limit the field-of-view and focus
incident light toward the active area of each photo-detector. This increases the intensity

of light received by the detector, thus increasing the baseline level {b,^. This is important
because accumulation of foreign matter on the lens covers over time will cause reduction

in bij levels. An intense light signal at the detector leads to long periods of operation
between lens cover cleaning.

A schematic of the circuit contained on the printed circuit board is shown in
Figure 8. The photo-detector(IC1-IC5) used is the TLS245 infra-red light-to-frequency
converter manufactured by Texas Instruments. Output of this photo-detector is a TTL

level signal with a frequency that is linearly proportional to the intensity of the infra-red
light suiking the active area of the device. The linear relationship between output

frequency and uTadiance is valid over a range of five orders of magnitude (See Appendix
B for full specifications). A buffer (1C6) with open-collector output is included to drive
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Figure 8. Detector circuit schematic.

the cables that can-y the photo-detector signals to the data acquisition and processing
system.

Data Acquisition and Processing System Design
Hardware

Ovei-view

The data acquisition and processing system consists of a digital data acquisition
unit and a lap-top computer. The digital data acquisition unit collects information from
the flow sensing units and performs some initial processing. The lap-top computer,

which is a Zenith Data Systems Z-Star EX with two Fujitsu PCMCIA serial interface
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cards, carries out the final data processing, and functions as a user interface and data
storage device. An information flow diagram that represents data acquisition and
processing hardware is shown in Figui'e 9. Pulse train signals generated by the sensors
are integrated by hai'dware counters which are read and cleared by a single-board

computer at the end of each integration interval. The single-board computer can carry
out the initial processing described above and logs data to a solid-state data drive and/or
a serial port. Data ti-ansmitted through the serial port is received by the lap-top computer

that also logs position information from a GPS receiver and load weight information

from an on-board cotton weighing device during field test operations.
Single-board Computer

The single-boairi computer used to perform all data acquisition, initial
processing, and storage operations in the digital data acquisition unit is the 4010 from
Octagon Coip. The 4010 is a DOS-based system with a 25-MHZ processor, 2 MB of

RAM,and a 512-KB solid-state disk for program storage. The 4010 has two RS-232
serial ports, and a standairi parallel poit, and is equipped with a PC/104 interface for
connecting other PC/104 compatible devices.
PCMCIA Solid State Data Drive

The PC/104 connector allows the addition of a PCMCIA card drive from Adtron

(part no. SDDP-05). The diive is capable of using a variety of PCMCIA cards. In this
project, a 4MB flash (E-PROM)disk was used. Once it has been configured with the
proper low-level softwai^e diivers, DOS recognizes the PCMCIA drive as a standard disk
drive.
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Figure 9. Infomiation flow diagram for the data acquisition and processing system.
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Counter Interface Boards

Also interfaced through the PC/104 bus are four interface cards from Computer
Boards,Inc. Each PC104-CTR10 interface boards provides ten 16-bit counters, the four
boards together providing 40 counters. Computer Boards, Inc. provided QBASIC
callable routines to operate the counter interface boards. Counter board functions used

in this project include configuration of the counters during system start-up, reading the
counters at the end of an integration time interval, and loading the counters with zeros to
clear them after they have been read.
Hardware Timer Circuit

Recall from above that the basic information gathered by the data acquisition

system is the sum of photo-detector output pulses for each emitter-detector pair over
each integration time interval. The computer must be capable of timing the counter
read/clear operation so that the elapsed time between a clear and the next read remains a
constant equal to the desired integration time interval. A hardware timer was designed
and built to allow accurate integration interval measurement. A schematic of the timer

circuit is shown in Figure 10. The timer produces a TTL level square-wave signal with a
period equal to the integration time inteiwal and a 7/8 duty cycle. Periods of 200, 100,

50,25,12.5, and 6.25 ms can be selected using the switches on the circuit board. Timer
output is interfaced to the 4010 through the parallel port. Between cycles, system

software poles the I/O memory location corresponding to the parallel port where the
timer output is connected. A transition from low to high on the input port triggers the
read/clear operation.
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Voltage Regulation and Conditioning

Two power supply voltages of 12VDC and 5VDC are required for the system.
The 12V supply powers the emitter arrays. The 5V supply powers the single-board
computer and the detector arrays. The harvester electrical system is powered by a 12 V

battery. This 12 V source is used with the power conditioning circuit shown in Figure
11 to provide the 12 V supply for the sensing system. The 5V power supply required by

tlie sensing system is provided by a 12-to-5 V DC-DC converter manufactured by
Intronics (part no. DC703).
Enclosure

The single-board computer, all of the devices interfaced via the PC/104 bus, the
hardware timer, and the power supply circuitry are housed in a fiber glass NEMA-4
enclosure(Hammond Manufacturing, pan no. PJ12106L). The enclosure has been
modified as shown in Figure 12. Connectors added on the end of the box provide access

to the counter interface board inputs, the RS-232 ports, and the 5 V and 12 V power
supplies. A connector is also provided for power input from an extemal 12 V supply.
To maximize the usable volume and minimize heat generation inside the enclosure, the
DC-DC convener is mounted on the side of the enclosure as shown in Figure 12. The
DC-DC convener as well as all of the connectors are bonded to the enclosure walls with

silicone sealant to reduce the chance of water penetration.
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Figure 12. The digital data acquisition unit housing, a NEMA-4 enclosure from
Hammond Manufacturing, modified as shown.

Software

Digital Data Acquisition Unit

All of the software for the digital data acquisition system as well as the lap-top

computer was written in Microsoft QuickBASIC, version 4.5. Special drivers for the
solid-state disk drive and the counter interface boards were provided by the

manufacturers. Two programs for use with the data acquisition box were written.

Flowsenl.bas was developed for field use on a Case IH 2555 four row wide cotton

picker. It acquires data from 38 emitter-detector pairs, a ground speed sensor, and a fan
speed sensor. It performs the initial processing steps described above and can log data
to the solid-state disk or an RS-232 serial port. Because of processor speed limitations.
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the program can only be used with a 200 ms integration interval. A flow chart for the
program is shown in Figure 13, and the code is included in Appendix C.
Flowsenl.bas was developed for field use on a Case IH 2155 four row narrow
cotton picker. It acquires data from 18 emitter-detector pairs and logs the raw data to

tlie solid-state disk. Because it only collects data from four of the eight conveyer pipes
on the harvester and performs no initial processing, this program is much faster than the
other and can be used with 200, 100, 50, or 25 ms integration intervals. A flow chait for

the program is shown in Figure 14, and the code is included in Appendix C.
Lap-top Computer

Whenflowsenl.bas is used with the digital data acquisition unit, the lap-top
computer must acquire data from the serial port, perform final processing functions,log
data to the hard drive, and display data on the screen. The program display.bas carries
out these operations while also handling data from the GPS receiver and the on-board

weighing device. For display.bas to operate properly, data strings coming from the

sensing system, GPS receiver, and on-board weighing device must all be transmitted at a
rate of 1 Hz. A flow chart of display.bas is shown in Figure 15, and the code is included
in Appendix C.

Programs for laboratory testing are similar to the ones developed for field test
applications. The most significant diffei'ence is that the laboratory test software is only
required to collect information from one sensing unit(five emitter-detector pairs).
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Test Equipment
Laboratory Test Equipment

A stationary test stand was designed and built for laboratory testing. A

photograph of the test stand is shown in Figure 16. The test stand consists of a conveyer

pipe,jet, and fan from a Case IH 2155 cotton picker, a vaiiable speed cotton feed belt,
and a catch basket suspended on load cells. The conveyer pipe has been shortened by
approximately three feet, and is supported in a manner that simulates mounting geometry
on a cotton picker. A 25 hp gasoline engine provides power for the conveyer fan. It

supplies air to the pipe at a velocity of about 6000 fpm which is comparable to the
conveyer air velocity on a 2155 picker. Cotton feed belt speed can be varied to provide

average cotton loading rates up to 0.67 Ib/s. This coixesponds to a yield of about two

"»ar

I

Figure 16. Photograph of the laboratory test stand.
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bales per acre harvested with a Case IH 2155 four row narrow machine under normal

field conditions. The catch basket is suspended by two 250-lb tension load cells
(Interface, Inc., part no. SM-250). According to specifications provided by the
manufacturer, the weighing system is capable of measuring a 500-lb load to within +/-1
lb (RMS).

Field Test Equipment
For field testing, a prototype system was installed on a Case IH 2155 four row

narrow cotton picker configured for 30-in. row spacing. Sensing units were mounted on
the conveyer pipe walls in the positions originally occupied by the pipe plug sensors

(standai'd equipment on the Case IH 2155) which were removed. The data acquisition
box was mounted above the water tank, and the lap-top computer was positioned in the
cab of the machine. Figure 17 illusU'ates the mounting locations of system components.
A cotton weighing device was installed in the picker basket as documented by Palmer

(1997). The device described by Palmer is an interior basket made of light-weight
materials and suspended by load cells at the top four comers. This weigh-basket has
four-bar linkages that tie it to the picker frame, thus limiting motion in the horizontal
plane. A photograph of the weigh-basket is shown in Figure 18. The basket is capable
of accurately weighing a I500-lb load of cotton within +1-25 lb (Palmer, 1997).

An important feature of the Case IH cotton picker is the dual-drum picking unit
shown in Figure 19. Plant lifters guide cotton plants into the picking unit. Once inside

the picking unit, plants come in contact with spindles from the front picking drum. The
front drum nonnally removes the majority of cotton from tlie plant. The rear picking
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Figure 17. System component mounting locations.
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Figure 18. Photograph of the on-board weighing device.
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Figure 19. Schematic of the Case IH picking unit.
drum spindles contact the plant and remove the remainder of the harvestable cotton.

Each drum in the picking unit has its own conveyer pipe, and the conveyer pipe serving
the front dnim will caiTy larger cotton flow rates than the one serving the rear drum.

For field testing, sensing units were installed on aU conveyer pipes. However,
due to some modifications taking place during the harvest season, only about one-third

of the field test data set includes data from all sensing units. The remaining two-thirds of
the data set includes only data from sensing units mounted on pipes seiwing front picking
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drums. If the amount of cotton picked by rear picking dmms is linearly proportional to
the amount picked by front drums, measuring the flow rate generated by either front or
rear drums will provide adequate information to predict the total picking rate. To
demonstrate that the two flow rates are proportional in the data set collected during field

test operations, raw sensing unit outputs from front and rear drums were summed for
each load harvested, and the sums generated by rear picking drum sensing units are

graphed against the sums generated by front picking drum sensing units in Figure 20. It
is evident that a linear relationship exists between the front and rear drum sensing unit

outputs in this data set. In fact, with the omission of one outlier, 97.2 percent of the
variation in rear drum sensing unit output is due to variation in front drum sensing unit

output. Some of the variation from the straight line presented in Figure 20 may be due
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to changing front to rear drum harvest rate ratios. However,the data set is not large
enough to prove or disprove this theory. Instead, the decision was made to use only
data from front drum sensing units in the analyses that follow.
It should be stressed a linear relationship between front and rear drum picking

rates may not be present in many situations, so future application of the technology
should include all conveyer pipes on a harvester.

Testing Procedures
Laboratory Test

In January, 1997, a laboratory test was conducted to quantify accuracy of the

prototype sensing system. A sensing unit was mounted on the test stand, and interfaced
with the data acquisition box. An integration interval of 200 ms was selected, and a

program similar toflowsen2.bas was used for raw data collection. Thirty-three loads of
cotton were cycled through the system. The total load weights varied from 3.4 to 24.0

lb with average cotton flow rates up to 0.53 Ib/s. A portion of the data from the sensing
system was used for system calibration. The rest of the data was post-processed to yield
a predicted average flow rate for each second. These predicted flow rates were

integrated over time to calculate a predicted load weight for each test run. Predicted
load weights were compared with the load weights as measured by the catch basket load
cells.
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Field Test

The system was installed on a Case IH 2155 cotton picker and tested between

October 18 and November 12, 1997 at The University of Tennessee Milan Experiment
Station in Milan, Tennessee. Preliminary testing in central Mississippi during September
and early October led to several system adjustments which were made for the Tennessee

tests. Mississippi test results indicated that relative motion between emitter and detector
arrays due to conveyer pipe deformation during harvest operations was causing serious
emors in sensor output. To alleviate this problem, braces were added to the Tennessee

machine to fix all conveyer pipes in a more rigid geometry. The Mississippi tests also
allowed detection of a problem in the automatic baseline correction procedure.

Automatic coirection was not being implemented quickly enough to follow changes in
the baseline. To allow the system more opportunities to accurately correct for baseline
valuation, the integration inteiwal was changed from 200 ms to 25 ms for the Tennessee
tests.

As mentioned above, tlie data collected during the Tennessee tests is from only

the four conveyer pipes that serve front picking drums. The test procedure was similar
to that used in the laboratory. The program

was used for raw data

collection. Eighty-seven loads of cotton were harvested. Total load weights varied from

275 to 1361 lb with average cotton flow rates up to 0.57 Ib/s/pipe. A portion of the data
was used for system calibration. The rest of the data from the sensing system was post-

processed to yield a predicted average flow rate for each second. These predicted flow
rates were then integrated over time to calculate a predicted load weight for each load.
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The predicted load weights were compared with the load weights as measured by the on
board weighing device load cells.
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Chapter 4--Results

Laboratory Evaluation

The main objective of the laboratory test was to quantify sensor accuracy and
determine whether to proceed as planned or make major changes to the system design.

Thirty-three test loads of cotton were nan through the system. Total load weights varied
from 3.4 to 24.0 lb with average cotton flow rates up to 0.53 Ib/s. The first six loads
were used with a lineai" regression procedure to determine the value of the sealer A!" in the

final processing equation (Equation V). These six loads were then eliminated from the
data set, leaving 27 loads for accuracy deteimination. For each load, the predicted flow
rates were integrated over time to produce a predicted load weight. Percent error for
each load was calculated using the following formula.

^

PW - AW
~

^
Equation VI

where E = error

PW = predicted load weight
AW = actual load weight

The distribution of eiTor terms is shown in Figure 21. The distribution centered

around the -2 to 2 percent range. Only six of the 27 emor values were outside the -6 to
6 percent range. The average of the absolute value of the error terms was 4.4 percent.
These results were deemed adequate to justify continuing with the sensor development
project as planned.
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Figure 21. Distribution of en'ors from the January, 1997 laboratory test.

Field Evaluation

The 1997 hai-vest season field test was designed to meet several objectives.

Documentation of system accuracy was the ultimate goal, but effects of several factors
on sensor performance were also investigated. Infonnation gathered during the field test
allowed determination of(1) the amount of cotton that must be harvested before the i

values (emitter-detector rank in terms of relative flow rate within a conveyer pipe) can be
established,(2)the number of calibration loads necessary for optimum system

performance,(3) whether accuracy degrades over time, and (4) whether accuracy is
dependent on flow rate.

Rank Determination for Weighting Coefficients

Weighting coefficients (C,) are systematically assigned so that C/=1.0, C2=0.8,
C,-=0.6, C^=OA, and C,=().2. The subscript / is not arbiffai7; it represents each emitter-

detector pair's rank in terms of relative flow rate within a conveyer pipe. Ranks are
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determined by harvesting cotton and summing normalized difference values {x^) for each
emitter-detector pair. These sums ai^e then used to rank the emitter-detector pairs. The
emitter-detector pair with the greatest sum is assigned /=1, and the emitter-detector pair
with the least sum is assigned i=m where m is the number of emitter-detector pairs in the
sensing unit.
To determine the minimum amount of cotton that must be harvested before the

ranks (/ values) can be established, the following analysis was carried out. The field test
data set was divided into three load weight classes of 200 to 400 lb,400 to 800 lb, and
800 to 1300 lb. Five loads were randomly chosen from each load weight class. An
additional ten loads from the 800 to 1300 lb class were paired, and the pairs were
merged to simulate five loads from a 1600 to 2600 lb class. Emitter-detector pair ranks
were determined using data from each load in the data subset.
Resulting ranks were all equivalent, regardless of which load from the data subset
was used for determination. This leads to the conclusion that ranks will be correctly

established as long as they are based on harvest of more than 400 lb of cotton.
Field Calibration Procedure

A calibration procedure for detennining the sealer {K) in the final processing

equation (Equation V)is necessary. A number of loads ai'e harvested and weighed.
Linear regi'ession is performed with the load weights used as the dependent variable, and
n

the sum of normalized differences(2/1 )for each load used as the independent variable.
./ I '
To determine the optimum number of loads to be used in the regression, the
model was calibrated using 4, 8, and 12 loads. The first 12 loads were dropped out of
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the data set, and en'ors were calculated for the remaining 75 loads according to Equation
VII. Correlation analysis showed only an exti-emely weak relationship between error and
number of runs used for calibration with r=0.13 (p<0.05). For illustration, the absolute
values of these errors were averaged, and the resulting average absolute errors were
compared. When the model was calibrated using 4, 8, and 12 loads, the average
absolute errors were 4.8, 4.8, and 4.9 percent, respectively. For this data set, four loads
provided adequate calibration.

The results given below ai^e all based on eight calibration loads. Since the first
eight loads haiwested were used for calibration, only the remaining 79 are included in the

accui'acy measurements that follow.
Accuracy and Time

Several pai'ameters that could affect system performance varied with time during

the 1997 harvest season. Cotton moisture content was not measured during the test, but
weather conditions caused a noticeable increase in moisture content during the late days

of the harvest season. Cotton conditions also changed with time due to aging and
weathering. Another time varying factor, equipment wear took a toll during the season.
For example, the lens covers were not cleaned during the harvest season, allowing debris

and foreign matter build-up that could also affect sensor performance.
Although the effects of these changing factors were not evaluated individually,

system accuracy over time was documented to obtain some indication of whether the
combination of these factors had an effect. Comelation analysis was used to determine
whether time had an effect on accuracy. No statistically significant correlation between
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time and error was present in the data set (r=-0.11, p>0.34). For illustration, the average
of the absolute value of the error for each day in the test is shown in Figure 22. While
the en'or varied day-by-day, there was no clear trend over time.
Accuracy and Flow Rate

As with most sensors, this system can only be effective over a finite range of flow
rates. Correlation analysis was used to determine whether flow rate had an effect on

system accuracy in the field test data set. No statistically significant correlation between
flow rate and en'or was present (r=-0.11, p>0.31). For illustration, average absolute

en'or as a function of flow rate is shown in Figure 23. No relationship between flow rate

and system performance was evident over the range of flow rates tested.
Overall System Performance

The distribution of errors for the system is shown in Figure 24. The distribution
indicates that for all but four loads, the system predicted the total weight accurate to
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Figure 22. Average absolute error for each day in the Fall, 1997 field test
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Figure 24. Distribution of errors from the Fall, 1997 field test.

within +/- 10 percent of the true value. The distribution included an unexpectedly large
number of values between -6 and -10 percent. This suggests some refinements are
needed to tighten the distribution around the -2 to 2 percent range. The average
absolute emor was 4.7 percent.
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Error measurements were all based on total load weights. No consideration was

given to dynamic system performance or accuracy of real-time flow rate measurement.

A qualitative indication that the system performed well is given in Figure 25. This graph
represents the weight of cotton in the picker basket increasing during harvest of a load.
The top curve represents the cotton weight measured by the on-board weighing device.
The bottom curve represents the cotton weight predicted by the sensing system. To
sepai'ate the two curves for illustration puiposes, the bottom curve is offset by -25 lb.
The curves ai'e pai-aliel, indicating that the system properly responded to changes in flow
rate during harvest.
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Figure 25. Cumulative load weight as measured by the on-board weighing device (upper
curve) and the sensing system (lower curve). Note that the lower curve has
been offset by -25 lb for clarity.
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Chapter 5--Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

A system has been designed for sensing the flow rate of pneumatically conveyed
cotton in a duct. The system was prototyped, and after preliminary laboratory testing,
was installed on a Case IH 2155 four row cotton picker. The unit was field tested during

the 1997 harvest season. Field test results indicate that the system is capable of
measuring cotton flow rate with some degree of accuracy. Seventy-five of 79 loads
harvested were measured with a maximum error of -I-/-10 percent of the total load
weights. The average absolute emor for the 79 loads was 4.7 percent of the total load
weights. Measurement accuracy was independent of flow rate over the range tested (up

to 0.57 Ib/s/pipe). The system performed similarly throughout the harvest season,
indicating little if any effect on accuracy from changing crop conditions.

Recommendations

System Refinements
Late in the 1997 haiwest season, the test crew determined that signal noise was

being inti'oduced to the system, probably from some of the longer data cables that
connect sensing units to the digital data acquisition unit. This noise may have been
responsible for a portion of the measurement error generated during the 1997 field test.

Re-design of the cabling and data transmission hardware is the most important
refinement that needs to be made.
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Additional Testing
Future testing should to be broadened to include detailed investigation of several
factors. Cai'eful measurement of cotton moisture levels would provide a better

opportunity to determine how cotton moisture content affects system performance. The
system also needs to be tested over a larger range of flow rates. The highest flow rates

experienced in 1997 were ai'ound 0.57 Ib/s/pipe. Cotton planted on 40-in. row centers,
and yielding 4 ba/a will produce flow rates as high as 1.75 Ib/s/pipe. Additional testing is

needed to determine whether the system will give adequate results when measuring flow
rates of this magnitude.
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Appendix A
Mechanical Drawings

Emitter housing mechanical drawings.
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Lens cover mechanical drawings.
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Detector housing mechanical drawings.
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Appendix B
Electronic Device Specifications
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Specifications for the BIR-BL734 infra-red LED.
1/

INFRARED EMITTING DIODES
MODEL: BIR-Bxxxl . BIR-Bxxx4 , BIR-Bxxx4-i , BIR-Fxxxl , BIR-Nxxxl .
APPUCATIONS

• Photo Detector

• Remote Control

• Smoke Detector

• Automatic Control System

1 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS ( Ta»25*C )
• Peak Forward Current ( Pluse Width » lOus.1% Duly Cycle )
• Operating Temperature Range ( -45*C to +100'C )

AMESICAN BRIGHT OPTOELECTRONICS CORP.
460 W. LAMBERT RD., SUITE H

• Storage Temperature Range ( -4S*C to +100'C ^

BREA, CALIFORNIA 92821

•Lead Soldering Temperature ( 1/16 inch from case 5sec ®2S0'C )

(714)257-0800 / FAX (714) 257 1310
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Specifications for the BIR-BL734 infra-red LED (continued).
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INFRARED EMITTING DIODES
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

(INFRARED EMITTING DIODES SERIES)

AMERICAN BRIGHT OPTOELECTRONICS CORP
460 W. UMBERT RD,SUITE H
BREA, CAllfORNIA 92821
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Specifications for the TSL245 photo-detector.
TSL245

INFRARED UGHT-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
SOES01S-MAYigg6

• Single-Supply Operation Down to 2.7 V
• Nonllnearlty Error Typically 0.2% at 100 kHz

• High-Resolution Conversion of Light
Intensity to Frequency With No External
Components

• Advanced UnCMCS™ Technology

• Direct Interlace Witii a Microcontroller

e Integral Vlslble-Ught Cutoff RIter

• Compact Three-Leaded Plastic Package
description

The TSL24S Infrared llght-to-frequency converter combines a silicon photodlode and a cunrent-to-frequency
converter on a single monolithic CMOS integrated dreurt. The output is a square wave(50% duty cyde) with

frequency directly proportional to light intensity. Because the output Is TTL compatible, it allows direct interface

to a microcontroller or other logic drcuitry. The device responds over the infrared light range of 800 nm to
1100 nm.The TSL24S is characterized for operation over the temperature range of -25°C to 70-C.
The TSL245 Is offered in a black, infrared-transmissive package (see Hgure 1), The photodlode area is

1.36 mnt2(0.0029 in^.
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Rgure 1.TSL245 Packaging Configuration
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Specifications for the TSL245 photo-detector (continued).
TSL245

INFRARED UGHT-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
soesois- MAY 1995

functional block diagram

UgM-

Photodloda

CufTam-t(yFraqu0'>cy
Convartar

Output

absolute maximum ratings over operating froe-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)t
Supply voltage, Vqd (see Note 1)

6.5 V
-25»Cto70»C

o

Operating free-air temperature range,

Storage temperature range, Tstg

to

Lead temperature 1.6 mm (1/16 inctt)from case for 10 seconds

zbtro

tStressestieyond lt*» Salad under-ibsolutt traodmura ipUngs" may cause pemianentdtmaoe toItw device,TltMe
(undional ooetadon dime device at those or any ditier eendSions beyond thoee mdicaled under-recommended opeiadng conditions^ is not
linpinrl Exposure to at»o*ut»<naxjmunf>-mted conditions tor oxtsnctod pehods may aflod device reitabfity.

NOTEI: All vottaQe values are wtth respect to GNO.

recommended operating conditions
Supply vottage. Vqd

nom

max

2.7

5

6

V

70

•c

-25

Operating traa*«ir temperature mnoe.Ta

UNTT

min

electrical characteristics at Vdd = 5 V,Ta = 25°C(unless otherwise noted)
TESTCONDmONS

PARAMETER

IOH--AmA

VoL
IDO

MIN

TYP

4

4.3

Low-level output vottage
Supply current

MAX

V

0.17

0.26

2

3

500

Full-scale frequency?

V
mA
kHz

%/V

0.6

VdD-5V±10%

urar

» Fuli-aeele trequency is the manmum operating Irequency of the deviee without aanaation.

operating characteristics at Voq = 5 V, Ta = ZS'C
PARAMETER

<0

TESTCONOmONS

MIN

TYP

MAX

Ee - 920 jiW/cm2, Xo-WOnm

200

250

300

026

10

Output frequency

Nonlineanty§

to-0 kHz to 10 kHz
to - 0 kHz to 100 kHz

±0.2%

%F.S.

frequencvplus 1 iis

Texas

Instruments

Hz
%F.S.

t FuH-scale frequency is the manmum operating troquency of the device without saturation.
§Nonlinearity is dalined as the deviation ot to from a straight Una between zero and full scale,expressed as a percent of lull scale.
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kHz

±0.1%
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Step response to luILecato step irtput
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Specifications for the TSL245 photo-detector (continued).
TSL245

INFRARED UGHT-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
SOES018«MAY1006

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OUTPUT FREQUENCY
vs

PHOTOOICDE SPECTRAU RESPONSIVfTY

IRRAOIANCE
1

VoD a 5 V
100

Ta = 25^

XfysMOnir

Ol9

Ta»25^

Ol8

1

k

8

c

7

\
/ \
/ \
\
/ |\
/
/
\
/
V

0.7

0.0
0J6

'

OA
OJi
0.2

oloi

Oil

/

0

aool

0.01

ai

1

10

TOO

100

E«-Imdlmoa-|iW/em2

800

900

1000

X-Wanatauylli-nm

RguieS

Rgure2

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
OF OUTPUT FREQUENCY

DARK FREQUENCY

vs

va

WAVELENGTH OF INCIDENT UGHT

TEMPERATURE
10000

VoD = 5 V

- VooaOV
- E,=0

TAa25^:to70^
8000

8000

4000

S 0.1

2000

I
E

0.01

0

25

750

90
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X-Wovoiongth Of lncM«nt Light -nm

Rgure 5

Figure 4
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Specifications for the TSL245 photo-detector (continued).
TSL245

INFRARED UGHT-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
SOeS018»MAY1W6

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OUTPUT FREQUENCY
vs

SUPPLY VOLTAGE
I
1.004

I

Ta = «^

10*500 kHz

0M9

0.998

0.995

3

3.5

4

S

VdO-Supply V0ll»9»-V

Figure 6
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Specifications for the TSL245 photo-detector (continued).
TSL245

INFRARED LIGHT-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTER
SO6S018-MAY1895

APPUCATION INFORMATION

power-supply considerations

For optimum device performance,power-supply linesstiould be decoupled by a0.01 -)iF to 0.1-fiF capacitor with

short leads (see Figure T).

output Interface

The output of the device Is designed to drive a standard TTL or CMOS logic Input over short distances. If lines
greater than 12 Inches are used on the output, a buffer or line driver Is recommended.
measuring ttie frequency

The choice of Interface and measurement techniques depends on the desired resolution and data-acquisition
rate. For maximum data-acquisition rate, period-measurement techniques should be used.
Period measurement requires using a fast reference dock with available resolution dIrectJy related to reference
dock rate. The technique measures rapidly varying light levels or provides a fast measurement of a constant
light source.

Maximum resolution and accuracy can be obtained using frequency-measurement pulse-accumulation, or

integration techniques. Frequency measurements provide tlie added benefit of averaging random- or
high-frequency variations (Jitter) resulting from noise in the light signal. Resolution is limited primarily by

available counter registers and allowable measurement time. Frequency measurement is well suited for slowly
varying or constant light levels and for reading average light levels over short periods of time. Integration, the
accumulation of pulses over a very long period of time,can be used to measure exposure-the amount of light
present In an area over a given time period.
Vpp

0.1 iiF:

TtmarrPort

TSU«

1^

MCU

Figure 7. Typical TSL245 Interface to a Microccntrollor
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Appendix C
Svstem Software Code

77

QuickBASIC code forflowsenl.bas.
REM*****Read in the channels in use from*****
REM*****a data file on the PCMCIA card*****

DIM LEP%(1 TO 40)
DIM REP%(1 TO 40)
OPEN "f:\choice\chan.txt" FOR INPUT AS #1

INPUT #l,noc%
INPUT #1, nor%
FOR i% = 1 TO nor%

INPUT #l,LEP%(i%)
INPUT#!, REP%(i%)
NEXT i%

CLOSE #1

REM*****Read in the data logging choice*****
REM*****from a file on the PCMCIA card*****
OPEN "f:\choiceV:hoice.txt" FOR INPUT AS #1

INPUT#!, Choice%
CLOSE #1
REM*****Initialize all variables*****

CRLF$ = CHR$(13)+ CHR$(10) 'Character Return and Line Feed
commas = CHR$(44)
'Comma

SYNS = CHR$(64)+ CHR$(64) 'Syncronization string
NUMCNTS% = 40

'Total number of counter channels on boards

NUMCHAN% = 38

'Max No. of Channels used by flow sensors

NUMBRDS% = 3

flag% = 1
BoardNum = 0

maxloop% = 5
LoadVaIue% = 0

LOOPCNT% = 1

'Number of Counter Boards Minus 1 for Board 0

'Flag used during first three cycles
'First counter board number is zero

'Number of loops per cycle is five
'Will load zeros to clear the counters

'Beginning the first loop

cardf% = 0

REM*****Initialize all arrays******
DIM Buff&(l TO NUMCNTS%)

'Buffer for counter data

DIM Sum(l TO NUMCHAN%)
'Normalized sum (output)
DIM Sumin%(l TO NUMCHAN%) 'Normalized sum *100 and converted to an
integer
DIM basel(l TO NUMCHAN%)
'Baseline

DIM Tot(l TO NUMCHAN%)
'Total (sum)for averaging
DIM Var%(l TO NUMCHAN%)
'Difference between largest and smallest
DIM Avg(l TO NUMCHAN%)
'Average
DIM Iar(l TO NUMCHAN%)
'Largest number in sequence
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QuickBASIC code forflowsenl.bas (continued).

DIM sma(l TO NUMCHAN%)

'Smallest number in sequence

REM*****Initialize Counters*****

UDStat% = cbEiTHandling%(PRINTALL, STOPALL)
FOutDivider% = 0

FOutSource% = FREQ4
Compare1% = DISABLED
Compare2% = DISABLED
TimeOfDay% = DISABLED
FOR BoardNum = 0 TO NUMBRDS%

FOR ChipNum% = 1 TO 2
UDStat% = cbC9513Init%(BoardNum, ChipNum%,FOutDivider%, FOutSource%,
Compare1%,Compare2%, TimeOfDay%)
NEXT ChipNum%
NEXT BoardNum

GateControl% = NOGATE

CounterEdge% = POSITIVEEDGE
SpecialGate% = DISABLED
Reload% = LOADREG

RecycleMode% = RECYCLE
BCDMode% = DISABLED
CountDirection% = COUNTUP

OutputControl% = ALWAYSLOW
FOR BoardNum = 0 TO NUMBRDS%

FOR CounterNum% = I TO 10
IF CounterNum% > 5 THEN
CountSource% = CounterNum% - 5
ELSE

CountSource% = CounterNum%
END IF

UDStat% = cbC9513Config%(BoardNum, CounterNum%, GateControl%,
CounterEdge%, CountSource%, SpecialGate%, Reload%, RecycIeMode%, BCDMode%,
CountDirection%, OutputContro!%)
NEXT CounterNum%
NEXT BoardNum

REM*****Initialize the input buffer as a zero matrix*****
FOR i% = 1 TO NUMCNTS%
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QuickBASIC code forflowsenl.bas (continued).
Buff&(i%)= 0
NEXT 1%

REM*****Initialize the baseline at 6000*****

FOR i% = 1 TO NUMCHAN%

basel(i%) = 6000
NEXT i%

OPEN "COM1:19200,N,8,1,CS,DS" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 LEN = 300
OPEN "f:Votton.dat" FOR APPEND AS #3
ON ERROR GOTO 1000
REM*****Initialize timer mark*****
57 mark% = 16

DO UNTIL mark% = 0

mark% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP

DO UNTIL mark% = 16

mark% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP
DO
REM*****Clear Counters********

FOR BoardNum = 0 TO NUMBRDS%

FOR RegName% = 1 TO 10
UDStat% = cbCLoad%(BoardNuiTi, RegName%, LoadValue%)
NEXT RegName%
NEXT BoardNum

REM*****On the first and second passes*****
REM*****initialize lar and 21ar*****

IF LOOPCNT% = 1 and INCF%=1 THEN
FOR i% = 1 TO NUMCHAN%

lar(i%) = Buff&(i%)
NEXT 1%

ELSEIF LOOPCNT%=2 ant INCF%=1 THEN
FOR I%=1 to NUMCHAN%

IF Buff&(i%)>lai-(i%) THEN
21ar(i%)=lar(i%)
lar(i%)=Buff&(i%)
ELSE

21ar(i%)=Buff&(i%)
END IF

NEXT 1%
END IF

'
'
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QuickBASIC code forflowsenl.bas (continued).
END IF

REM*****Do the preliminary arithmetic on the numbers*****
REM*****contained in the buffer*****

REM*****This step includes: Comparing the value against*****
REM*****the largest value. Data normalization,*****
REM*****and Addition of normalized data to the output sum*****
speeda& = speeda& + Buff&(39) 'totalize output from speed sensors
speedb& = speedb& + Buff&(40)
FOR i% = 1 TO NUMCHAN%

IF Buff&(i%)>lar(i%) THEN
21ai-(i%)=lai-(i%)
lar(i%)=Buff(i%)
END IF

IF (Buff&(i%) < (basel(i%) - 50)) AND (basel(i%) <> 0)THEN
Sum(i%)= Sum(i%)+ (basel(i%) - Buff&(i%))/ basel(i%)
END IF

NEXT i%

REM*****Decide whether to log raw data anywhere*****
IF(Choice% <= 2) AND (flag% >= 3)THEN
Out$ = SYN$ + "B" + commas + LTRIM$(STR$(noc%))
FOR i% = 1 TO nor%

FOR j% = LEP%(i%)TO REP%(i%)
Out$ = Out$ + commas + LTRIM$(STR$(Buff&(j%)))
NEXTj%
NEXT i%

OutS = OutS + commas + LTRIMS(STRS(Buff&(39)))+ commaS +
LTRIMS(STR$(Buff&(40)))+ CRLFS
IF cardf% = 0 THEN

PRINT #3, OutS
END IF

IF Choice% = 1 THEN

PRINT #2, OutS
END IF
END IF

REM*****If you are on the last pass of the cycle,*****
REM*****execute the baseline reset*****

IF LOOPCNT% = maxloop% AND INCF%=4 THEN
FOR i% = 1 TO NUMCHAN%

basel(i%)=21ar(i%)
NEXT 1%
IF INCF%<4 THEN
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QuickBASIC code forflowsenl.bas (continued).
INCF%=INCF%+1
ELSE
INCF=1
END IF

LOOPCNT% = 0

flag% = flag% + 1
REM*****Check the output option choice*****
REM*****and use that information to decide*****

REM*****whether to send data anywhere or not*****
IF (Choice% >= 2) AND (flag% >= 3) THEN
Out$ = SYN$ + "A" + commas + LTRIM$(STR$(noc%))
FOR i% = 1 TO nor%

FOR j% = LEP%(i%)TO REP%(i%)

Sumin%(j%)= INT(100 * Sum(j%))
OutS = OutS + commas + LTRIMS(STRS(Sumin%(j%)))
NEXTj%
NEXT i%

OutS = OutS + commas + LTRIMS(STRS(speeda&))+ commaS +
LTRIMS(STRS(speedb&))+ CRLFS
PRINT #2, OutS
PRINT #2, CRLFS

IF(Choice% = 3) AND (cardf% = 0)THEN
PRINT #3, OutS
END IF

END IF

REM*****Reset Sum() to zero*****
FOR i% = 1 TO NUMCHAN%

Sum(i%)= 0
NEXT i%

speeda& = 0
speedb& = 0
END IF

REM*****Increment the loop counter*****
IF flag% >= 4 THEN flag% = 4
LOOPCNT% = LOOPCNT% + 1
REM*****Check timer and decide when it is*****
REM*****time to continue*****

DO UNTIL mark% = 0

mark% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP
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QuickBASIC code forflowsenl.bas (continued).
DO UNTIL mark% = 16

mark% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP

'Normally read counters here
h% = 1

FOR BoardNum = 0 TO NUMBRDS%
FOR CounterNum% = 1 TO 10

UDStat% = cbCIn%(BoardNum, CounterNum%, Count%)
Buff&(h%)= Count%
IF(Buff&(h%) < 1) OR (Buff&(h%)> 65500) THEN
Buff&(h%)= 0
END IF

h% = h% + 1
NEXT CounterNum%
NEXT BoardNum

^^^^

of

LOOP
CLOSE #2
CLOSE #3
END

1000 'EiTor Handling Routine

IF ERR = 61 THEN^'61=Disk Full
CLOSE #3
cardf% = 1

RESUME 57
END IF

IF ERR = 71 THEN '71=Disk Not Ready
CLOSE #3
cardf% = 1
RESUME 57
END IF
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QuickBASIC code forflowsen2.bas.
REivi=i'****Initialize all variables**"^**

comma$ = CHR$(44)

'Comma

crlfS = CHR$(13)+ CHR$(10) 'Carnage Return, Line Feed
NUMCNTS% = 40

'Total number of counter channels on boards

NUMBRDS% = 3

'Number of Counter Boards Minus 1 for Board 0

BoardNum = 0
LoadValue% = 0

'First counter board number is zero
'Will load zeros to clear the counters

REM*****Initialize all airays******
DIM Buff&(l TO NUMCNTS%) 'Buffer for counter data
REM*****Initialize counters with the cb routines*****

UDStat% = cbEn-Handling%(PRINTALL, STOPALL)

FOutDivider% = 0

FOutSource% = FREQ4

Compare 1% = DISABLED
Compare2% = DISABLED
TimeOfDay% = DISABLED
FOR BoardNum = 0 TO NUMBRDS%

FOR ChipNum% = 1 TO 2
UDStat% = cbC9513Init%(Boai-dNum, ChipNum%, FOutDivider%, FOutSource%,
Compare 1%, Compare2%,TimeOfDay%)
NEXT ChipNum%
NEXT BoardNum
GateControl% = NOGATE

CounterEdge% = POSITIVEEDGE
SpecialGate% = DISABLED
Reload% = LOADREG

RecycleMode% = RECYCLE
BCDMode% = DISABLED

CountDirection% = COUNTUP

OutputControl% = ALWAYSLOW
FOR BoardNum = 0 TO NUMBRDS%
FOR CounterNum% = 1 TO 10
IF CounterNum% > 5 THEN

CountSource% = CounterNum% - 5
ELSE
CountSource% = CounterNum%
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QuickBASIC code forflowsen2.bas (continued).
END IF

UDStat% = cbC9513Config%(BoardNum, CounterNum%, GateControl%,
CounterEdge%, CountSoui"ce%, SpecialGate%, Reload%, RecycleMode%,
BCDMode%, CountDirection%, OutputControl%)
NEXT CounterNum%
NEXT BoardNum

OPEN "fxotton.dat" FOR APPEND AS #2
REM*****Initialize timer mark*****
57 mark% = 16
DO UNTIL mark% = 0

mark% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP
DO UNTIL mark% = 16

mai-k% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP

ON ERROR GOTO 1000
DO

REM*****Clear Counters********
load counters with 0 to clear the counters

Send a starting value to the counter with cbCLoad%()
Parameters:

BoardNum :the number used by CBCONFIG to describe this board
RegName% :the counter to be loaded with the starting value
LoadValue% :the stai'ting value to place in the counter
FOR BoardNum = 0 TO 1
IF BoaidNum=0 THEN

FOR RegName% = 1 TO 10
UDStat% = cbCLoad%(BoardNum, RegName%,LoadValue%)
NEXT RegName%
ELSE

FOR RegName%=l to 8
UDStat% = cbCLoad%(BoardNum, RegName%,LoadValue%)
NEXT RegName%
END IF
NEXT BoardNum

REM*****Log Raw Data To The Com Port*****
out$ = LTRIM$(STR$(Buff&(l)))
FOR m% = 2 TO 5

out$ = out$ + commas + LTRIM$(STR$(Buff&(m%)))
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QuickBASIC code forflowsen2.bas (continued).
NEXT m%

PRINT #2, out$
REM*****Check timer and decide when it is*****
REM*****time to continue*****
DO UNTIL mark% = 0

mai-k% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP

DO UNTIL mark% = 16

mark% = INP(&H379) AND 16
LOOP
REM*****Read Counters*****
h% = 1

FOR Boai-dNum = 0 TO 1
IF BoardNum=0 THEN
FOR CounterNum% = I TO 10

UDStat% = cbCIn%(BoardNum, CounterNum%, Count%)
Buff&(h%)= Count%
IF (Buff&(h%) < 1)OR (Buff&(h%)> 65500) THEN
Buff&(h%)= 0
END IF

h% = h% + 1
NEXT CounterNum%
ELSE
FOR CounterNum% = 1 TO 8

UDStat% = cbCIn%(BoardNum, CounterNum%, Count%)
Buff&(h%)= Count%
IF (Buff&(h%) < 1) OR (Buff&(h%)> 65500) THEN
Buff&(h%)= 0
END IF
h% = h% + 1

NEXT CounterNum%
END IF

NEXT BoardNum

REM*****End of Main Loop*************************
LOOP
69
CLOSE #2
END

1000 'EiTor Handler
RESUME 69
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QuickBASIC code for display.bas.
CLS

'main display screen for yield monitor interface
beginning:
'read calibration data from COTTON.INI
OPEN "c:\case\cotton.ini" FOR INPUT AS #1

INPUT #1, GroundspeedCal
INPUT #l,FanSpeedCal
INPUT #l,BaseLine
FOR i = 1 TO 38

INPUT #l,c(i)
NEXTi

INPUT#!, ml
CLOSE #1

'Routine to setup diplay screen
SCREEN 12
COLOR 15

'set color to white

WINDOW (0, 0)-(100, 100)

LOCATE 10, 10; INPUT "Enter data logging file name"; fS
IF f$ <> "" THEN

g$ = "c:\milan97\" + f$ + ".txt"
OPEN g$ FOR APPEND AS #4
END IF

CLS

LOCATE 1, 30: PRINT "COTTON YIELD MONITOR";
LOCATE 1, 75: PRINT "V 0.3";
LOCATE 2, 2; PRINT "Filename:";
LOCATE 2, 13: PRINT f$ + ".txt"

LINE (0, 92)-(100, 91),, BE
LOCATE 5, 1: PRINT "ROW FRONT REAR
LINE (0, 83)-(40, 83)
LINE (60, 83)-(100, 83)
LINE (0, 41)-(40, 41)
LINE(0, 35)-(100, 36),,BF 'middle vertical line
LINE(0,0)-(100, 5),,BF
LINE (50, 92)-(51,3),,BF
LOCATE?: PRINT "#1"
LOCATE 9: PRINT "#2"

SUM"
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QuickBASIC code for display.bas (continued).
LOCATE 11: PRINT "#3"

LOCATE 13: PRINT "#4"
LOCATE 15: PRINT "#5"
LOCATE 17: PRINT "#6"
LOCATE 19: PRINT " SUM "

LOCATE 26: PRINT " LOAD TOTAL"
LOCATE 24: PRINT " FAN SPEED-

LOCATE 22: PRINT " GROUND SPEED-

LOCATE 28: PRINT" ACRES";

LOCATE 5, 50: PRINT "Global Positioning System"
LOCATE 7, 49: PRINT "LAT"
LOCATE 9,49: PRINT "LONGLOCATE 11, 49: PRINT "# SAT"
LOCATE 13, 49: PRINT "HDOP"
LOCATE 15, 49: PRINT "STATUS:"

LOCATE 22,49: PRINT "BASKET WT"
LOCATE 24,49: PRINT "PRESSURE (S)"
LOCATE 26,49: PRINT "PRESSURE (D)"
LOCATE 30, 35: PRINT "NOT LOGGING DATA";
OPEN "com 1:9600, n, 8, 1, cs, ds" FOR INPUT AS #1
OPEN "com2:4800, n, 8, 1, cs, ds" FOR INPUT AS #2

OPEN "com3:9600, n,8,I,cs,ds" FOR INPUT AS #3
IF LOC(l)>OTHEN
LINE INPUT#I,a$
END IF

IF L0C(2)> 0 THEN
LINE INPUT #2, a$
END IF

IF L0C(3)> 0 THEN
LINE INPUT #3, a$
END IF

DO UNTIL INKEY$ = "s" OR maiLerS = "s"
a$ = ""

DIM chute%(60)
COLOR 14

LOCATE 2, 15: PRINT (f$ + ".flo")
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QuickBASIC code for display.bas (continued).
x$ = INPUT$(9,#1)
INPUT#!,count

' Read all optical detectors
FOR i = 1 TO count

INPUT #1, detector%(i)
IF detector%(i) < BaseLine THEN detector%(i)= 0
NEXT!

INPUT #1, GroundSpeed, FanSpeed
' Clear all chute totals
FOR i = I TO 12

chute%(i)= 0
NEXT!

' Compute flow by chutes
'chute #1 {5 detectors}

FOR j = 1 TO 5
chute%(l)= detector%(j) * c(j) + chute%(l)
NEXTj
'chute #2 {4 detectors}

F0Rj= 6T0 9
chute%(2)= detector%(j) * c(j) + chute%(2)
NEXTj
'chute #3 {4 detectors}

FOR j= 10 TO 13
chute%(3)= detector%(j)* c(j) + chute%(3)
NEXTJ
'chute #4 {4 detectors}

FORJ = 14 TO 17
chute%(4)= detector%(j) * c(j) + chute%(4)
NEXTJ
'chute #5 {4 detectors}

FORJ = 18 TO 21
chute%(5)= detector%(j) * c(j) + chute%(5)
NEXTJ
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QuickBASIC code for display.bas (continued).
'chute #6 {5 detectors}

FOR j = 22 TO 26
chute%(6)= detector%(j)* c(j) + chute%(6)
NEXTj
'chute #7 {5 detectors}

F0Rj= 27T0 31
chute%(7)= detector%(j)* c(j) + chute%(7)
NEXTj
' chute #8 {5 detectors}

FOR j = 32 TO 36
chute%(8)= detector%(j)* c(j) + chute%(8)
NEXTj
'compute ground and fan speeds
FanSpeed = FanSpeed * FanSpeedCal
GroundSpeed = GroundSpeed * GroundSpeedCal
'print data to display
FOR x = 1 TO 12 STEP 2

LOCATE 6 + X, 8: PRINT USING "#####

chute%(x); chute%(x + 1); chute%(x)

+ chute%(x + 1)
NEXTx

'COMPUTE SUM REAR
sumr = 0
F0Rx = lT0 12STEP2

sumr = sumr + chute%(x)
NEXTx

'COMPUTE SUM FRONT
SUMF = 0
FORx = 2TO 12 STEP 2

SUMF = SUMF + chute%(x)
NEXTx

SUM = SUMF + sumr

RATIO = SUMF/SUM
LOCATE 19, 25; PRINT USING "######"; SUM
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QuickBASIC code for display.bas (continued).
LOCATE 22, 14: PRINT FanSpeed
LOCATE 24, 14: PRINT GroundSpeed
TOTAL = TOTAL + SUM * ml

LOCATE 19, 9: PRINT USING "####
SUMP; sumr
LOCATE 26, 14: PRINT USING "#######"; TOTAL

'check for GPS data on serial port
IF L0C(2)> 20 THEN

GPSflag = 1
INPUT #2, gga$
INPUT #2, utm
INPUT #2, lat#
INPUT #2, directions
INPUT #2, Ion#
INPUT #2, directions
INPUT #2, GPSstatus
INPUT #2, NumbSat
INPUT #2, HDOP

LINE INPUT #2, xS

'trash the remaining line

'print gps data to display
LOCATE 7, 60: PRINT USING "####.#####"; lat#
LOCATE 9,60: PRINT USING "####.#####"; Ion#
LOCATE 11, 60: PRINT NumbSat
LOCATE 13, 60: PRINT HDOP
LOCATE 15,59
IF GPSstatus = 0 THEN PRINT "NO POSITION FIX

"

IF GPSstatus = 1 THEN PRINT "NON-DIFFERENTIAL FIX"
IF GPSstatus = 2 THEN PRINT "DIFFERENTIAL FIX
ELSE

GPSflag = 0
LOCATE 15, 59: PRINT "NO GPS SIGNAL
END IF

REM*****Look for data from the 21x*****

vS = ""
tim = TIMER

DO UNTIL LEN(aS)> 3 OR vS = "continue"
tim2 = TIMER
IF tim2 >= tim -i- 1 THEN

LOCATE 22, 62: PRINT "

"
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QuickBASIC code for display.bas(continued).
LOCATE 24,62: PRINT "
LOCATE 26, 62: PRINT "

LOCATE 28,62: PRINT "No 21x Signal";
v$ = "continue"
END IF

IF LOC(l)> 2 THEN
LINE INPUT #3, a$
END IF

LOOP

REM*****Extract the useful numbers from the 21x output*****

length% = LEN(a$)
j% = 2
FOR i% = 1 TO length%
b$ = MID$(a$, i%, 3)
c$ = "0" + LTRIM$(STR$(i%))+ "+"

p$ = "0" + LTRlM$(STR$(j%))+
IF b$ = c$ OR b$ = p$ THEN
k% = 0
11% = i% + 3

d$ = "garbage"
DO UNTIL d$ ="" OR d$ = ""

d$ = MID$(a$,11%, 1)
11% = 11% + 1
k% = k% + 1
LOOP

out$Cj%) = MID$(a$, 1% + 2, k% - 1)
IFj% = 2THEN
LOCATE 28, 62: PRINT "

LOCATE 22,62: PRINT out$Cj%);
ELSEIFJ% = 3THEN
LOCATE 24,62: PRINT out$(j%);

ELSElFj% = 4THEN
LOCATE 26,62: PRINT out$Cj%);
END IF

j% = j% + 1
END IF
NEXT i%

outputs = out$(2)
IF v$ <> "continue" THEN

FOR i% = 3 TO 0% - 1)

outputs = outputs + CHRS(44)+ outS(i%)
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QuickBASIC code for display.bas (continued).
NEXT i%
ELSE

outputs = ""
END IF

'If an output file is given, output sensor & GPS data
IF f$ <> "" THEN
FOR i = I TO count

PRINT #4, LTRIM$(STR$(detector%(i))); CHR$(44);
NEXTi

PRINT #4, FanSpeed;

GroundSpeed;

IF GPSflag = 1 THEN
PRINT #4, lat#;

Ion#;

NumbSat;

HDOP;

GPSstatus;

ELSE

PRINT #4,
END IF

PRINT #4, outputs;
'check for a marker letter

markers = INKEYS
IF markers <> "" THEN
PRINT #4,
mai-kerS;
BEEP
END IF

PRINT #4,
send a <cr><lf> to file
LOCATE 30, 35: PRINT "LOGGING DATA
END IF

LOOP

LOCATE 30, 35; PRINT "NOT LOGGING DATA";
CLOSE
FOR X = 1 TO 100000; NEXT x
CLS

LOCATE 30, 25; INPUT "PRESS 'C' to continue or 'E' to exit"; xS
CLS
IF xS = "c" OR xS = "C" THEN
markers =""

GOTO beginning
END IF
END
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